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Introduction

�Successful hip arthroscopy depends on proper 
patient selection
�Labral hypertrophy and hypoplasia are 

associated with various hip pathologies
�Association of labral width with hip 

arthroscopy outcomes remains poorly 
understood



Objective

�Assess whether labral size is predictive of hip 
arthroscopy outcomes:
�Need for revision surgery
�Patient-reported outcomes
�Achieving MCID/PASS



Materials and 
Methods

� Retrospective chart review
� Patients undergoing arthroscopic hip labral 

repair
� Included patients between ages of 18-55 years 

old, LCEA 25-40°, at least 2-years follow up

� Exclusion:
� Tonnis OA grade ³ 2, coxa profunda/protrosio, 

previous hip surgeries or conditions, AVN
� Those undergoing debridement, 

reconstruction, microfracture, peri-trochanter 
or deep gluteal space procedures



Materials and 
Methods

� Outcomes:
� D2 year iHOT, mHHS, and NAHS 
� % of each group achieving MCID and PASS
� Need for revision arthroscopy or arthroplasty

� Analysis:
� Decile and quartile groups versus middle 50% of 

labral size performed for need for revision and 
change in 2-year PROs

� Regression analysis for continuous association 
between PROs and labral size

� Average labral width comparison between those 
requiring revision versus those who did not



Results

� No difference in mean labral size based on need for revision

� Top decile of labral sizes had a smaller increase in the iHOT and 
NAHS outcome scores when compared to the middle half 

*Statistical significance as compared to middle half of labral sizes (p < .05)

Labral widths comparison of averages

Required revision N Width mean ± SD D mean P-value

Yes 21 5.73  ± 1.72
.40 0.40542

No 402 5.33 ± 1.38

Descriptive statistics of PROs for labral width classes

Bottom decile Bottom quartile Middle half Upper quartile Upper decile

Requiring Revision n (%) 2 (6.1) 8 (7.3) 5 (2.5) 9 (7.7) 4 (9.5)

D2y iHOT mean (SD) 41.9 (18.1) 38.7 (23.7) 41.2 (24.6) 33.7 (28.8) 25.9* (30.4)

D2y mHHS mean (SD) 26.2 (19.7) 20.7 (17.2) 19.5 (20.4) 19.9 (19.1) 17.4 (14.6)

D2y NAHS mean (SD) 26.0 (18.1) 23.4 (17.6) 21.5 (20.1) 20.7 (19.6) 13.9* (20.4)



Results

� This difference was not reflected in the number that achieved 
MCID and PASS, although the upper decile trended closest toward 
significance of all groups

MCID and PASS rates for iHOT and mHHs outcome scores
Bottom 
decile

Bottom quartile Middle half Upper quartile Upper decile

iHOT MCID rate, % (p) 100 (0.3243) 88 (0.5654) 84 79 (0.5287) 67 (0.0893)

iHOT PASS rate, % (p) 72 (0.7881) 74 (0.4159) 69 73 (0.4912) 67 (0.7854)

mHHS MCID rate, % (p) 60 (0.3126) 55 (0.3246) 48 49 (0.8562) 41 (0.4738)

mHHS PASS rate, % (p) 75 (0.1330) 62 (0.5293) 57 63 (0.3313) 56 (0.8692)



Results

Spline regression results 
Outcome R2 p-value

D2y iHOT  0.0730 0.7521
D2y mHHS  0.1985 0.9696
D2y NAHS  0.2409 0.6298
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correlation detected between 
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Conclusions

� There was no significant difference in mean labral size of those requiring 
revision and those not requiring revision

� Mean labral width did not demonstrate any continuous correlation with 
patient reported outcomes

� Hypertrophic labra in the largest 10th percentile demonstrated lower 
postoperative outcome scores 

� This difference was not detected in terms of MCID/PASS achievement

� For the majority of patients, labral size does not 
appear to significantly alter patient outcomes or 
need for arthroplasty


